A Note from Kenneth
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Before I started to work on Wild Honey from the Moon, I had been writing story after story, and
none of them were very good. I was writing too fast and frantically. So, to slow down, I just started
drawing. I drew a forest in winter, then added some little houses in the trees. That prompted the
question “Who lives in the houses?” Somehow I decided that shrews lived in the houses, and the
story began there.
Around the same time, my young son and I would often visit a local botanic garden and sculpture
park. At the park there is a giant sculpture of a stallion (The American Horse, by Nina Akamu). It
is really massive — from far away it towers over the landscape, and you can stand beneath its uplifted
hoof. I imagined what it would be like to ride on such a huge horse, and Mother Shrew’s ride on the
Night Mare was born.
In the tropical greenhouse at the same garden and sculpture park, they hatch and release butterflies
in early spring. When you step in, the warm, moist air brushes against your face and sunlight pours
through the glass, shining on tall palms, flowers, and foliage. Flitting high and low throughout the
greenhouse are butterflies of all shapes and colors. Those first breaths of an unexpected, sumptuous world became Butterfly Vale in my mind.
The general thrust of the story, a mother’s persevering love for her child, came from a deeper place.
Having sorrowed our way through a string of pregnancy losses, my wife and I were adjusting to the
idea that having a child might not be possible for us. Then, with great joy, our son, our one-last-try,
was born healthy. A new side of my wife surfaced, something I couldn’t have seen before: my wife was
a mother. It animated and captivated her in a way that I didn’t expect. It was and is beautiful.
Looking back, I see that Mother Shrew’s unflappability, her wit and bravery, her unwavering love,
belong to my wife.
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“Kraegel again spins a heartwarming tale
attuned to the emotional highs and lows of
childhood and the amazing elasticity of family
love. His watercolor and charcoal art is as warm
and witty as the story itself.”
— The New York Times Book Review

★“Debut author Kraegel proves he’s a talent to be

★“Kraegel creates a satisfying, original story and tells it

reckoned with. He has a Monty Pythonesque sense of
language, humor, pacing, and character — the text’s
mixture of bombastic and deadpan deliveries makes for
a stirring read-aloud. This fine sense of the epically
absurd also animates Kraegel’s rococo watercolor and ink
renderings: in his hands, a dragon’s scales coalesce into
an intricate mosaic, a tree is a swirl of mazelike lines, and
the sea becomes a tangled mass of blue ribbons.”
— Publishers Weekly (starred review)

with quiet grace. Throughout the narrative, the characters
draw strength from music, from nature, and from the
kindness of others, elements of the story that will
resonate with adults as well as children. The text works
beautifully with the watercolor-and-ink artwork, which
includes elements drawn with great simplicity and set
against the richly textured backdrop of the savanna.
Watercolors are applied with finesse. A quiet yet magical
picture book that is just right for reading aloud.”
— Booklist (starred review)

